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Executive Summary

Following consideration of the ALEO Phase 2 review findings at the ALEOs and External Bodies
Monitoring Sub−Committee and Infrastructure Committee in April and May 2018 respectively, a Short
Life Working Group was convened to review existing Town Centre Activities (TCA) Ltd's services
against the Council's Ambition reports and Economic Regeneration Delivery Plan. The Terms of
Reference approved for the Working Group specifically required members to: examine all existing
services; maximise efficiency and available Council resources; ensure best value and best fit for
customers and service users; and, complete all activity, reporting recommendations initially to the
ALEOs and External Bodies Monitoring Sub−Committee and thereafter to the Enterprise and Housing
Committee in September 2018.

Through a range of specialist sub−groups and engagement with Client Services, TCA's Managing
Director and HR Sub−Group, officers have confirmed that although TCA is performing well with
clients expressing high levels of satisfaction, its future direction of travel needs to be driven by the
Council's Ambitions. The root and branch review further confirms service delivery through TCA
Accessible (Shopmobility) and TCA Local (town centre development and initiatives) are subsidised
by TCA Safe (CCTV and anti−social behaviour out of hours service), with both divisions increasingly
becoming marginalised in terms of strategic and integrated service development.

With TCA Safe's income also significantly impacted by the Council's approved tower strategy and
value for money becoming increasingly difficult to justify in these challenging financial times, the
Short Life Working Group's draft recommendations include:
i) The Council seeking to dissolve TCA Ltd when its current service level agreement terminates

on 31st March 2019;
ii) TCA Safe and TCA Local service delivery being brought in−house to support the Council's

emerging town centre strategy from April 2019; and,
iii) TCA Ltd ceasing its Shopmobility provision from 31st March 2019, but continuing to work with

partner agencies in the interim to identify scope to deliver existing and expanded services as
part of a community based hub.

These recommendations are in no way due to any failure or unsatisfactory performance on the part
of TCA, but rather, based on due consideration of the future priorities of the Council, Best Value and
how residents and service users' needs and expectations may be met most effectively moving
forward. It is recommended that the Council places on record its acknowledgement of the high quality
and level of services delivered by TCA and expresses its gratitude to the employees and directors
of the company for their commitment, professionalism and contribution to TCA's successes.
Recommendations

The ALEOs and External Bodies Monitoring Sub Committee is requested to:

1. Note activity, findings and evidence gathered by the TCA Short Life Working Group and the
analysis of this within the context of the Council's future Ambitions and ongoing budget pressures
to inform a series of recommendations on future service requirements and delivery mechanisms;
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2. Note the undernoted recommendations in relation to services provided by TCA and agree that
these will be considered for decision making by the Enterprise and Housing Committee on 5
September 2018:
i) TCA Safe, which includes public space CCTV monitoring and the anti−social behaviour out

of hours service should be brought in−house and delivered through Enterprise and Housing
Resources with effect from 1 April 2019;

ii) TCA Local should be brought in−house within Enterprise and Housing Resources with effect
from 1 April 2019 to support development, where appropriate, of the Council's future town
centre strategies and to enable existing digital and marketing activity to be considered within
the context of the Council's overall communications strategy;

iii) The Head of Communications and Digital Learning should review the future direction of the
existing programme of events delivered by TCA Local within the context of existing corporate
activities and the wider marketing and communications strategy that is being developed to
support the implementation of the Economic Regeneration Delivery Plan;

iv) TCA Ltd should cease responsibility for delivering Shopmobility with effect from 31 March
2019 and during the intervening period the company should continue exploratory work
already underway with partner agencies to examine how Shopmobility services may bere−engineered

and delivered within a community based hub setting where a range of wider
support services to older people and people with disabilities may be provided;

v) The potential future utilisation or development of the Shopmobility units, sites and car parking,
should be subject to separate consideration in accordance with Best Value and the Council's
existing disposal procedures.

vi) Note the Council, as sole member, should seek to dissolve TCA Ltd in order to facilitate the
above recommendations and allow the transfer of net assets from TCA Ltd to the Council,
thereby enabling the Council to continue to deliver services in furtherance of TCA's charitable
purposes;

vii) The Council should engage in discussion with Police Scotland about existing collaborative
working arrangements, including associated contributory funding from Police Scotland, and
how these may continue and be further developed.

viii) Note that these recommendations were discussed by TCA Ltd's Board of Directors at its
special meeting on 26 July 2018 and further considered thereafter. The Board accepts the
Shopmobility and TCA Local recommendations although directors are seeking a number of
assurances regarding TCA Safe, including preparation of a formal Transfer Agreement, to
ensure transparency and continued delivery of charitable objectives.

3. Acknowledge the consistently high quality and level of services provided by TCA Ltd and place
on record the Council's gratitude to the employees and directors of the company for their
commitment, professionalism and contribution to TCA's successes; and,

4. Remit this report to the Enterprise and Housing Committee for decision making.

Supporting Documents

Council The ALEO Review Programme contributes directly to Improving the Council's
business Resource Base and specifically the Business Plan actions to: Rationalise our
plan to 2020 approach to managing resources across the Council and external bodies in a

systematic manner that includes communities, partners and commercial
enterprises in the solutions; and, Ensure ALEOs & trusts achieve value for money.

Appendix I TCA Ltd: Charitable purposes and Overview of Business Activities
Appendix 2 Financial Impact of Proposed Recommendations



1. Background

1 .1. Town Centre Activities (TCA) Ltd is a company limited by guarantee with charitable status
(charitable purposes are listed in Appendix 1). The company, which is wholly owned by the
Council, was formed in April 2010 following the decision to merge the existing North
Lanarkshire CCTV Ltd and Town Centre Initiatives Ltd into a single entity, renamed as Town
Centre Activities Limited to reflect the company's expanded role and wider remit.

1.2. In creating TCA Ltd, the aims were to provide a more strategic and integrated approach to
community safety across North Lanarkshire and the wider development of town centres in
terms of sustainability, support for new and existing businesses and making our town centres
vibrant and attractive retail and leisure destinations. Through providing increased flexibility
for the charity to operate more commercially, the Council also envisaged the charity being
able to increase funding through external sources and improve outcomes in community
safety, town centre regeneration and promoting North Lanarkshire as a business location.

1.3. Today TCA's services are delivered under three main divisions and the Council contracts
through a Service Level Agreement for services within each division. The management fee
payable by the Council in 2018/19 is c. £1.35m although this can be subject to minor
variations during the course of the year as new or redeployed CCTV installations and
monitoring requirements come on−stream. TCA also provides CCTV and alarm monitoring
services to a number of other Council owned ALEOs through separate contractual
agreements. Service summaries are provided below with more detailed information in the
Business Overview at Appendix 1.

TCA Safe:

• Provision of 24 hour/365 days per year proactive monitoring of public space CCTV
cameras in North Lanarkshire;

• Provision of evidence disks for Police Scotland, Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal;
• Delivery of the out of hours anti−social behaviour service;
• Co−location of Police Scotland officers and Anti−Social Behaviour Service's Response

Officers in Central Monitoring Unit; and,
• Emergency Response Centre and relaying of CCTV images to support the Council's

resilience capacity during major incidents, adverse weather or other emergencies.

TCA Local:

• Provision of digital support services for independent retailers in town centres;
• Promotion, through social media, of events within local areas and key messages on behalf

of a range of partner agencies and community groups;
• Development and provision of free public space WiFi within six town centres, (Motherwell,

Airdrie, Wishaw, Bellshill, Kilsyth and Coatbridge) and development of "in North
Lanarkshire" branding including individual websites and social media platforms for each
of the six main towns; and,

• Town centre events including Christmas lights switching on celebrations.

TCA Accessible:

• Delivery of Shopmobility services in Coatbridge and Motherwell providing individuals with
mobility scooters and wheelchairs for use in the town centres.

1.4. TCA Ltd has two subsidiary companies: Garrison Ltd which was established to facilitate the
provision of commercial contracts outside North Lanarkshire Council and Northguard Ltd to



facilitate commercial contracts for North Lanarkshire Council. Garrison Ltd secured its first
commercial contract in 2016 providing CCTV installation, maintenance and monitoring
services for Enterprising Bathgate. This contract, with an annual income value of £26,446 is
the largest of 5 commercial contracts delivered by TCA. The total income of the remaining 4
contracts in 2018/19 is budgeted at £56,074. The duration of the Enterprising Bathgate
contract is 3 years although all are subject to annual review. Northguard Ltd is dormant.

1.5. TCA was included in Phase 2 of the ALEO Review Programme with the findings reported to
this Sub Committee on 19 April 2018 and thereafter the Infrastructure Committee for decision
making on 2 May 2018. These initial review findings are summarised below.

Review Findings:

1.5.1 Although TCA had met the Council's original objectives and performed well in a number of
areas, there was a need to revisit the Council's requirements, examine the extent to which
TCA's business objectives support the Council's Ambitions and identify the most appropriate
delivery mechanism(s) for those services that the Council would wish to retain and develop.

1.5.2 Moreover, in the immediate future, the Council's Ambitions could significantly impact on
TCA's principal business activities and revenue income through the housing programme and
town centre regeneration plans as referenced in the Economic Regeneration Delivery Plan
update considered by the Enterprise and Housing Committee in May 2018.

1.5.3 TCA Safe is the most sustainable element of the company's business. The other divisions,
TCA Local and TCA Accessible, were less sustainable with TCA Local heavily subsidised
(70%) and TCA Accessible partly subsidised (34%), after apportioned overheads are applied.

1.6. The review concluded that, in order to ensure the long term sustainability of those services
which clearly have an impact in supporting the Council's objectives and future vision, the
Council should examine TCA's existing services with a view to either ceasing provision,
allocating responsibility to TCA, an alternative ALEO or provider, or bringing service delivery
in−house to ensure Best Value and best fit for customers and service users.

1.7. In approving the review's findings, the Infrastructure Committee agreed that a Short Life
Working Group should be convened to undertake further, more detailed examination of TCA's
services and thereafter make recommendations on future service priorities and the most
effective delivery mechanisms. It was further agreed that the Short Life Working Group's
findings should be reported to the ALEOs and External Bodies Monitoring Sub Committee for
information and considered by the Enterprise and Housing Committee for decision making
given this Service's town centre and housing regeneration responsibilities and position as
primary client service.

2. Report

2.1 The multi−disciplinary Short Life Working Group's activity was concentrated over a two month
period to enable the early identification of proposals and recommendations for consideration
by members. Moreover, TCA's existing Service Level Agreement with the Council is due to
end on 31 March 2019. It is acknowledged that the extended review period has resulted in
difficulties for TCA's Board of Directors in terms of forward planning, business expansion and



operational considerations (e.g. recruitment) and employees are experiencing some
understandable uncertainties. Consideration of the Short Life Working Group's findings and
proposals at this stage would provide, subject to approval by the Enterprise and Housing
Committee, a six month period to the end of March 2019. It is anticipated that this would allow
sufficient time for the necessary due diligence associated with dissolving TCA Ltd and the
associated transfer of staff currently employed within the TCA Safe and TCA Local divisions.
Although early discussions between TCA, voluntary sector organisations and the Health and
Social Care Partnership have taken place, it is recognised that the timescale to secure a
partner provider for TCA Accessible (Shopmobility) presents a number of challenges.

2.2 The Working Group's findings including potential risks, constraints and opportunities in
relation to each of TCA's business divisions are described further in the following sections.

2.3 TCA Safe

2.3.1 Overview

TCA Safe is the largest single division within TCA with 26 employees directly deployed in
public space CCTV monitoring and anti−social behaviour services. The composite total of
management fee funding for TCA Safe in 2018/19 is £1.14m, representing 85% of the total
management fee. Client services within the Council highly value and place strong reliance
on the services with substantial evidence to demonstrate where the provision of CCTV
monitoring enhances community safety, minimises the risk of crime, safeguards Council
assets and protects employees in lone working or situations where members of the public
could potentially become abusive. The Council's Environmental Protection service contracts
with TCA to provide proactive monitoring of incidences of fly tipping and littering with footage
used as evidence in enforcement activity and the issuing of Fixed Penalty Notices. This is a
more cost effective method for the Council and our performance figures compare favourably
with other local authorities and APSE benchmarking partners.

TCA owns outright, an industrial unit in Coatbridge, that had been purchased in financial year
2015/16 with a view to expansion. The Net Book Value on this unit as at 31st March 2018
was £410,154. A recent valuation of the unit has taken place (July 2018), and resulted in a
reduced valuation of £325,000.

Police Scotland have long−standing partnership working arrangements in place with TCA
Safe and provide just over £72,000 per annum to TCA Ltd in respect of production of evidence
disks and co−location facilities for police officers. This funding is not guaranteed, however,
and is therefore not included in the financial impact considerations at Section 4.1 and
Appendix 2.

2.3.2 2018/19 Budget

TCA Safe is the most sustainable element of TCA's business. The 2018/19 budget identifies
a projected surplus of £517,123 and while this reduces to £307,985 when apportioned
overheads are applied, this division remains viable. Employee costs are the most significant
direct cost. The Council's management fee makes up 91% of the budgeted income for TCA
Safe in 2018/19.

2.3.3 TCA Safe Performance

TCA Safe performs well across all areas with TCA producing 612 evidence disks for Police
Scotland during 2017/18. TCA Safe received 7,503 calls to the Anti−Social Behaviour Out of
Hours telephony service with just under a quarter of these resulting in immediate action being
taken by either Response Officers or Police Scotland. Satisfaction levels are high and



customer survey work undertaken by Housing Solutions demonstrates that 92% of those who
had used the Anti−Social Behaviour service were either 'Satisfied' or 'Very Satisfied' (as at
31 December 2017).

2.3.4 Housing Property and Projects − CCTV Monitoring

Housing Property and Projects is the largest single client of TCA with an annual management
fee of £0.673m (just under 50% of total composite management fee). TCA provides CCTV
monitoring at 27 tower blocks, where there is no concierge service, as well as lift monitoring
to identify incidences of vandalism, anti−social behaviour and emergency response when an
individual lift alarm is deployed. CCTV monitoring services are also provided at 29 individual
housing areas across North Lanarkshire and a further 13 sites where levels of deprivation
and incidences of crime and anti−social behaviour have demonstrated the need for CCTV as
a key element in community safety and wider neighbourhood regeneration initiatives.

CCTV monitoring as described above enhances community safety, safeguards tenants and
protects the Council's investment in the housing stock and environmental improvements.

Whilst it is recognised that the Housing Ambitions programme is long−term with a phased
approach to re−provisioning, the proposed tower demolitions will have a direct impact on the
CCTV infrastructure deployed on the buildings. For example, Jackson Court in Coatbridge is
one of TCA's main node (transmission connection) points and this tower is included in Phase
1 of the housing programme. A significant amount of co−ordinated planning by all relevant
services, including TCA, will be required in order to ensure a seamless transition to an
alternative method of signal transmission from the towers to TCA's Central Monitoring Unit.

2.3.5 Enterprise and Place

Enterprise and Place is responsible for funding the delivery of public space CCTV monitoring
in town centres along with associated transmission contract fees which are paid by TCA on
behalf of the Council. Currently 81 cameras are deployed across North Lanarkshire's towns
supporting community safety and protecting the public realm.

2.3.6 Education, Youth and Communities

TCA provides CCTV monitoring and maintenance services for all public space CCTV located
within the vicinity of schools sites, in addition to the deployment of additional cameras on a
fixed or temporary basis where required. The Short Life Working Group identified, however,
that separate CCTV monitoring contracts with alternative, commercial providers are also in
place within individual school premises. TCA contributes to the wider exercise underway at
a corporate level to address this inconsistency in service provision through a single, fully
integrated solution across the corporate estate for the Council's CCTV, security/intruder
detection, door entry and fire alarm/protection systems.

2.3.7 The management fees overall for CCTV monitoring, maintenance and transmission services
amount to 76% of the total annual management fee, with just over three quarters of these
monies allocated from budgets within Enterprise and Housing Resources, making this the
primary Client Service.

2.3.8 Housing Solutions − Out of Hours Anti−Social Behaviour Service

Housing Solutions also have effective partnership working arrangements in place with TCA
to deliver the anti−social behaviour out of hours service and the Head of Housing Solutions
advises that a "much improved service is now delivered to residents." Telephony services are
delivered by TCA on weekdays between 445pm and 8.45am and full 24 hour provision from



415pm on a Friday afternoon to 845am on the following Monday morning. The Anti−Social
Response Officers are located in TCA's Central Monitoring Unit and this co−location allows
them to observe incidents either proactively or as they are being called in. Response Officers
may also accompany Police Officers in a proactive role to minimise the potential foranti−social

behaviour where intelligence or previous incidents suggests that a situation may arise.

2.3.9 Housing Ambitions

Moving forward, the Council's housing Ambitions plan increases the new build target for the
delivery of new homes to almost 5,000 units by 2035. This includes the existing programme
to deliver 2,150 homes, purchasing private properties (550 homes) and re−provisioning of
existing stock including anticipated tower demolitions (2,300 homes).

The potential scale of new Council house construction over the coming years offers a number
of opportunities to support the development of sustainable communities and create significant
employment and training opportunities for local people and school leavers across the entire
supply chain. There is also an opportunity to include innovative design features and
construction methods to help future proof' the new homes and ensure that they incorporate
smart technologies, modern methods of construction and the highest quality of accessibility
to support independent living.

2.3.10 Recommendation − TCA Safe

The Short Life Working Group identified both a requirement and an opportunity for TCA Safe
services to be an integral part in helping to shape, inform and ultimately deliver key elements
of the Council's town centre and housing Ambitions. To this end, it is recommended that TCA
Safe should be brought in−house and delivered through Enterprise and Housing Resources
with effect from 1 April 2019.

While the initial focus will be on continuing to deliver existing CCTV monitoring and anti−social
behaviour services, there is a role for TCA Safe in supporting and informing the development
of the housing Ambitions. The potential for smart technologies to be used in supporting
people with care needs to live independently is a key development area. TCA already has
some experience and specialist knowledge in monitoring and alarm services and this
recommendation enables the Council to harness this expertise and ensures service delivery
through a trusted provider.

The potential for TCA to support the Council's Ambitions in digital connectivity, infrastructure
and inward investment will also be significantly strengthened and enhanced through in−house
service delivery. The accelerated roll−out of ultra−fast broadband and 5G across North
Lanarkshire is critical to meet the increasing digital connectivity requirements of residents,
businesses and visitors and it is essential that TCA is directly involved given the company's
existing specialisms including responsibility for the town centre Wi−Fi network.

It is also recognised that the existing camera assets are ageing and becoming not only
increasingly expensive and difficult to repair but also in some cases obsolete and lesscost−effective

as new smart technologies are introduced. By bringing the services in−house, the
Council will have greater capacity to ensure that future CCTV camera and transmission
requirements are fully considered within the context of the 5 year capital programme.

Although located in Enterprise and Housing Resources, TCA Safe will have a continuing role
in providing the highly valued CCTV monitoring services to other Council functions and
services. It is envisaged that these services would continue to be delivered corporately and
to other Council owned ALEOs through amendments to existing Service Level Agreements.



2.4 TCA Local

2.4.1 Overview

TCA Local delivers a range of services within the main town centres including free public
space Wi−Fi, Digital Ambassadors (who work directly with independent retailers to increase
confidence, awareness and capacity in using social media and new technologies to promote
their businesses) and local events including Christmas lights switching on celebrations.
Management fee funding has reduced in recent years due to budget pressures within the
Council and TCA now receives £88,000 through Enterprise and Place to support these
activities.

2.4.2 2018/19 Budget

TCA consists of two permanent posts and two temporary posts (to 31 March 2019) within its
TCA Local Division. The 2018/19 budget for TCA Local identifies a projected loss of £85,000,
increasing to a loss of £210,885 when apportioned overheads are applied. Employee costs
are the most significant direct cost with events and marketing making up the balance. In
addition to these budget constraints clearly preventing TCA from developing or expanding
TCA Local in any way, the Short Life Working Group also identified that TCA's responsibility
to deliver town centre events may be more appropriately delivered through the Council's
wider promotion and events activities delivered collaboratively through a range of services
and often in partnership with CultureNL and NL Leisure.

2.4.3 TCA Local Performance

Despite the above budget limitations, TCA Local performs well against its approved
operational performance indicators. However, the overall relevance and potential future
demand/direction for existing Town Centre Local services is difficult to quantify at this stage
as the Council develops its long term Ambitions for town centres. Increasingly the profile of
North Lanarkshire's town centres will shift from retail to a much broader foundation that
actively promotes town centres as 'mixed use hubs' providing housing opportunities and a
range of niche retail, leisure and lifestyle activities. The Council has commissioned a study
to undertake modelling and development work based on the individual characteristics and
requirements within each town centre. Motherwell, Airdrie, Coatbridge, Wishaw and
Cumbernauld town centres are included in Phase One and future phases will involve all other
town centres including Shotts, Kilsyth and Belishill. Bringing TCA Local in−house will allow
the Council to examine which elements of TCA Local's existing remit and responsibilities may
support the Council in achieving its vision for North Lanarkshire's town centres. The
recommendation also enables increased cohesion around town centre regeneration with the
Council's Enterprise Team and Business Gateway.

2.4.4 Recommendation − TCA Local

The Short Life Working Group recommends that TCA Local should be brought in−house within
Enterprise and Housing Resources with effect from 1 April 2019 to support development
where appropriate of the Council's future town centre strategies and to enable existing digital
and marketing activity to be considered within the context of the Council's overall
communications strategy. It is further recommended that the future direction of the existing
annual programme of events delivered by TCA Local should be reviewed by the Head of
Communications and Digital Learning within the context of existing corporate activities and
the wider marketing and communications strategy that is being developed to support the
implementation of the Economic Regeneration Delivery Plan.



2.5 Whilst no criticism is directed or implied at the strategic direction of TCA to date, in−house
delivery of both TCA Safe and TCA Local increases the Council's control and capacity to
direct and redefine future service delivery and resource allocation in line with the Council's
Ambitions, tenants, service users and community needs. TCA's own Board of Directors and
Senior Management Team have highlighted that the arm's length nature of the company has,
on occasion, prevented them from being fully engaged in the development of Council
initiatives or service reconfiguration and views in−house provision as an opportunity to
address this and provide greater scope to utilise TCA's skills. A further report on service
delivery arrangements and the establishment structure for TCA Safe and TCA Local within
Enterprise and Housing Resources will be the subject of a separate, future report to Council.

2.6 TCA Accessible (Shopmobility)

2.6.1 Overview

TCA Accessible enables registered users to hire a mobility scooter or wheelchair from the
Shopmobility offices located in Coatbridge and Motherwell town centres. Users may also hire
a scooter for a longer period of time if going on holiday for example. The Council was
successful in receiving external funding to support the establishment of Shopmobility and has
continued to fund the service to date to promote inclusion and accessibility for older people
and those with mobility needs. Shopmobility operates from standalone, customised units in
Exchange Place, Coatbridge and Scott Street, Motherwell. There is a further potential benefit
to the local economy of Coatbridge and Motherwell town centres through Shopmobility users
spending money in the local shops and businesses, however, TCA Accessible does not
routinely survey users or businesses to demonstrate the levels of actual spend per visit.

2.6.2 2018/19 Budget

TCA Accessible is funded through Environmental Assets with an annual management fee of
£120,000. The Head of Environmental Assets has identified, however, that service
responsibility does not naturally sit within the service's remit and has further cautioned that
the level of management fee does not represent value for money with the cost per visit
averaging approximately £17.91. It is understood that the management fee is being
considered for inclusion in Environmental Assets' savings proposals for consideration by
Council as part of the 2019/20 revenue budget exercise. Notwithstanding this, the Short Life
Working Group recognised the importance of Shopmobility to the active users who use the
service on a regular basis and rely on it to maintain their independence and links with friends,
family and the wider community.

The 2018/19 budget indicates that TCA Accessible anticipates generating additional income
of £6,500 through subscriptions, hires and donations. Overall, TCA Accessible is projected
to achieve a budgeted surplus of £18,732 in 2018/19, however, when apportioned overheads
are applied this translates to a budgeted loss of £64,923.

2.6.3 TCA Accessible − Performance

At year end 2017/18 there were just over 2,513 registered users with 101 of these registering
during the year (TCA Accessible exceeded its registration target by 68%). The total number
of town centre visits during the year was 6,701; marginally below the target of 6,800 visits.
Despite these figures, further analysis by TCA demonstrates that during calendar year 2017
the actual number of active users in Coatbridge was 188 and 160 in Motherwell. Further
analysis shows that in both Coatbridge and Motherwell the number of visits by the 10
registered users who use the service most frequently accounted for a third of all visits in each



area. This means that a proportionately small number of people are using the service on a
regular basis.

2.6.4 Proposed Development

TCA's Board of Directors recognise that TCA Accessible, as currently structured, is not
operating to its full potential or making the maximum impact to the local economies of
Coatbridge and Motherwell. To this end, TCA commissioned external consultants, Smart
Consultancy Services, to undertake a review of the current Shopmobility service and from
this, consider future development options for Shopmobility. TCA shared the consultants' final
report with the Short Life Working Group and the key findings are listed below:

• Shopmobility operates as a stand−alone service and is not integrated with wider support
services. This is seen as a potential weakness and a missed opportunity;

• The actual number of users is low and although there has been some growth, the number
of active users is limited;

• The individual cost per user represents a significant subsidy to a small number of people
and it is difficult to demonstrate value for money, particularly within the context of budget
pressures facing the Council; and

• The service had not recruited volunteers to support its operations and while there is some
signposting for service users to other relevant agencies, this is ad hoc and not recorded.

The consultants appraised five potential options to assess how TCA Accessible's charitable
and business objectives may be met most effectively. The options appraisal identified that
withdrawal of the service would have a detrimental impact on the actual number of users who
benefit from Shopmobility (many of whom are vulnerable) and both TCA and the Council
could be subject to criticism and negative reactions. Continuing Shopmobility in its current
form, but seeking to increase take−up of the service, was also rejected on the basis that this
option would not address the current sense of disconnect between Shopmobility and other
support services. The preferred option would be to evolve Shopmobility into a wider and
integrated community hub providing a base for a much wider range of services for older
people and people with disabilities. It was recognised, however, that TCA is not the most
appropriate agency to lead a development of this nature and the consultants concluded that
TCA should seek to identify a partner or partners to work with to transfer a re−engineered
Shopmobility service to another organisation.

2.6.5 Recommendation − TCA Accessible

The Short life Working Group concurred with the consultancy findings and concludes that
TCA Ltd should cease responsibility for delivering Shopmobility with effect from 31 March
2019. During the intervening period the company should continue exploratory work already
underway with partner agencies to examine how Shopmobility services may bere−engineered

and delivered within a community based hub setting where a range of wider
supports to older people and people with disabilities may be provided. It is anticipated that
TCA's Board of Directors are likely to consider transferring the equipment to a potential new
provider and may also consider allocating some contributory start−up revenue funding from
the company's own assets to support the new service in it is initial year of operation.

The mobility scooters have limited future benefit to the Council and their transfer would
enable continuity of service and also potential expansion into other parts of North Lanarkshire
since an option may be to distribute a number of scooters amongst existing networks and
community care organisations. The potential allocation of some start−up funding to a new
partner provider would again deliver increased certainty during the transition arrangements.



It is envisaged that such start−up revenue, along with the aforementioned equipment, may be
included as "match funding" by the partner provider and used to support external funding
applications for the wider expansion and development of services.

The future utilisation and potential development opportunities of the Shopmobility units at
Exchange Place, Coatbridge and Scott Street, Motherwell will require further consideration
by the Council. Asset and Procurement Solutions advise that the capital value of the
Motherwell unit is estimated at £37,000, although the service cautions that outright disposal
may not be appropriate due to the nature of the building and the access arrangements via
Pollock Street carpark. The Coatbridge unit is estimated to have a significantly higher
capital value of £90,000 due to its location and development potential. It is recommended
that the longer term utilisation of the Shopmobility units, sites and car parking is subject to
separate consideration in accordance with Best Value and Council's disposal procedures.

2.7 Engagement and Consultation

Through its Communication and Engagement Plan, the Short Life Working Group engaged
with key stakeholders in the Council including the Assistant Chief Executive − Enterprise and
Housing Resources, the Extended Corporate Management Team and relevant Client
Services. TCA's Managing Director was a member of the Working Group providing
information on the company's operations and valuable insight regarding future ambitions for
service delivery. Following a presentation on the Short Life Working Group's Terms of
Reference, TCA's Board of Directors delegated responsibility for ongoing liaison and
dialogue to its HR Sub Group which comprised the Managing Director and four directors.
Workshops were held with the Sub Group to discuss the emerging findings and the proposed
recommendations in June and July.

TCA's Managing Director has ensured that employees are fully informed through the
company newsletter and a specific briefing following conclusion of the initial phase of the
review. More recent briefings with the recognised trade union and employees across all
divisions were held to discuss the emerging findings from the Short Life Working Group.

High level discussion has also taken place between the Council's Chief Executive and the
Acting Chief Constable of Police Scotland who confirmed that TCA is held in high regard by
N Division who value the services delivered by TCA and the effective partnership working
arrangements. It is anticipated that these would remain in place should services be brought
in−house. Police Scotland provide annual grant funding to TCA of £72,000 to support the
production and release of evidence disks and the co−location of police officers within the
Central Monitoring Unit. The Short Life Working Group recommend that separate discussions
commence between the Council and Police Scotland to examine how these existing
collaborative working arrangements may be continued and strengthened in the longer term.

2.8 TCA Board of Directors' Feedback

In addition to engagement with TCA's HR Sub Group as described above, the full outcome
of the review, including the proposed recommendations, was considered by the Board of
Directors at its special meeting on 26 July 2018. Directors agree that Shopmobility may be
better delivered by other parties and that TCA Local would be best placed within North
Lanarkshire Council. Directors, however, have some concerns regarding the basis and
arrangements for bringing TCA Safe in−house and would be looking for full commitment from
the Council and a number of assurances, including the preparation of a formal Transfer
Agreement, to ensure transparency and continued delivery of the company's charitable
objectives. Directors have provided details of matters that they would wish to discuss in more
detail with the Council to obtain further clarification and seek necessary assurances. It is



intended that these will form the agenda of future, regular meetings between the Council and
the Board to ensure as smooth a transition as possible, whilst also safeguarding the interests
of the company, the Council and individual directors, should the recommendations within this
report be approved.

3. Equality and Diversity

3.1 Fairer Scotland

3.1.1 TCA contributes to the Fairer Scotland duty by delivering services that help to reduce
inequalities of outcome and socio−economic disadvantage. Both TCA Safe and TCA Local
support community regeneration and safety, ultimately contributing to the outcome that
people are "satisfied with their neighbourhoods." TCA Accessible makes very specific
contributions to the general duty on disability through its activities to:

• Promote access and equality of opportunity between disabled people and other people;
• Encourage participation in public life and reduce experience of isolation; and,
• Promote positive attitudes towards disabled people.

3.1.2 TCA Accessible also addresses the socio−economic themes of Low Wealth, Material
Deprivation and Area Deprivation within the Fairer Scotland duty. Service users, the majority
of whom are elderly and on a limited income, use the mobility scooters to visit town centres
for a range of purposes including GP and other health−related appointments and shopping
opportunities where they have access to more competitively priced products than may be
available in their immediate neighbourhoods.

3.2 Equality Impact Assessment

3.2.1 The Short Life Working Group examined the impact of the proposals within this report in
terms of the General Duties in relation to Race, Gender and Disability and the more recent
Fairer Scotland duty. A combined Equalities Impact Assessment is underway using the
corporate interim assessment arrangements considered by the Youth, Communities and
Equalities Sub Committee at its meeting on 23 April 2018. The initial assessment identifies
overall positive long term impacts particularly in relation to the TCA Accessible proposals.

4. Implications

4.1 Financial Impact

4.1.1 Financial Overview

North Lanarkshire Council expends c. £1 .35m per annum in revenue costs through TCA by
way of the management fee. In−house service delivery would see these monies realigned
within the 2019/20 General Fund and consolidated within Enterprise and Housing Resources'
non−HRA Budget, providing greater consistency and increased certainty in the longer term
for service delivery and furtherance of TCA's charitable purposes.

4.1.2 The Council has previously allocated an annual capital budget of £100,000 for repairs and
upgrades to the CCTV camera network, however, this budget was not reflected in finalising
the Composite Capital Programme 2018/19 to 2022/23, presenting further challenges to
TCA's operational capacity.



4.1 .3 This review has identified savings of £161,700 through the proposals, with indicative recurring
and one−off costs/commitments of £255,997 and £83,285 respectively. This results in an
anticipated net cost of £177,582 that would require to be funded. Further detail on the
financial implications of the in−house arrangement and cessation of TCA Accessible is
contained within Appendix 2.

4.1.4 TCA has company reserves of £1,213,759, as at 31st March 2018. It should be noted that the
company owns outright an industrial unit (currently unoccupied), which was purchased to
facilitate future commercial expansion plans. The value of this asset in the company's
balance sheet at 311t March 2018 was £410,154, and forms part of the company reserves. It
is anticipated that any costs would be met from these reserves, with the net balance
transferring to the Council on dissolution of TCA. This would then be allocated/used in
furtherance of TCA's existing charitable purposes.

4.2 HR/Policy/Legislative Impact

4.2.1 Legal Considerations

Reconfiguration of service delivery responsibility as outlined in this report would ultimately
see the Council, as sole shareholder, agreeing to dissolve TCA Ltd and requesting the Board
of Directors to make application to the Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator (OSCR) to
wind−up the charity. The Council and TCA's Board of Directors are presently taking separate
independent legal advice on what these measures would entail to ensure that both the
Council and company directors, who are also the trustees of the charity, are fully aware of
their responsibilities and potential liabilities. Subject to approval by the Council to dissolve
TCA and transfer service delivery as recommended, it is intended that relevant Council
services would fully support and assist TCA during the transition.

4.2.2 HR Considerations

The Short Life Working Group included representation from Legal and Democratic Solutions
and this service would continue to provide professional advice to the Council in respect of
TCA employees transferring to the Council under Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of
Employment) Regulations 2006 (TUPE).

It is anticipated that employees from TCA Safe and TCA Local would transfer into the Council
on their existing terms and conditions under TUPE Regulations and with effect from 1 April
2019. Both TCA and the Council are aware of their TUPE Regulations obligations and both
are experienced in handling such staff transfers. In the event of a relevant staff transfer, TCA
will be supported through specialist support from relevant Council services.

It is anticipated that a total of 34 posts would transfer, although Committee may wish to note
that existing post holders in the positions of Managing Director and Financial Compliance
Officers are existing North Lanarkshire Council employees seconded to TCA Ltd.

The Short Life Working Group identified that TCA's salary scales are broadly aligned with the
Council's, although there is no comparable post to CCTV Monitoring Officer within the
Council. Other significant areas where TCA's terms and conditions of employment vary to
those in the Council are pension contributions and Statutory Sick Pay − both of which are
significantly less favourable than the comparable terms in the Council.

There are obligations under the TUPE Regulations to inform and consult with the affected
employees and it is understood that TCA has a formal recognition agreement in place with
Unite trade union as the appropriate representatives.



If the proposed partnership delivery mechanism for the future delivery of TCA Accessible is
not developed, or is unlikely to be in place by 31 March 2019, then there will be a requirement,
under the recommendations in this report, for the company to consider the employees within
TCA Accessible. Redeployment opportunities would be explored along with the potential of
bringing the permanent postholders in−house pending finalisation of the long term solution.

4.3 Environmental Impact

4.3.1 There are no environmental impacts arising from this report.

4.4 Risk Impact

4.4.1 The options appraisal completed during the first phase of TCA's review identified the option
of bringing TCA in−house in its entirety and ceasing service delivery through the arm's length
company. As part of the options appraisal a range of potential risks associated with this option
were identified and scored. 'Moderate" risk scores were identified under impact on service
delivery, HR and legal considerations, with a "Minor" assessment for reputational risks.
Potential financial risks scored as "Insignificant' since the potential impact would be less than
1% of the Council's net revenue budget. Overall, the option scored as a "Minor" risk.

4.4.2 The Short Life Working Group revisited the risk assessment taking cognisance of all
recommendations in this report and with particular reference to the transfer of Shopmobility.
Overall, a "Moderate" risk assessment was identified with the heightened score reflecting the
more detailed recommendations. The options to bring TCA Safe and TCA Local in−house
were considered to present the lowest risks overall. Notwithstanding this assessment,
potential legal risks, associated with the dissolution of TCA and its subsidiary company
Garrison Ltd, were identified. Further service delivery risks were identified through the
proposed review of existing events currently delivered by TCA Local and it was also noted
that there may be further service delivery risks due to the temporary nature of two posts within
this division. The proposed cessation of TCA Accessible and transfer of service delivery
responsibility for Shopmobility to a partner provider was assessed as presenting more "Major"
risks in terms of service delivery, HR and legal considerations.

4.4.3 The risk assessment identified "Moderate" reputational risks to the Council through both the
proposed transfer of Shopmobility and the further review of existing events activity within the
context of the Council's wider marketing and communications strategy.

4.4.4 Potential net costs and recurring commitments, as described above and set out in Appendix
2, create some financial risks and were therefore considered as part of the assessment.
Based on an impact definition, which sees financial risks assessed against the Council's
2018−19 net Revenue Budget, coupled with the transfer of net assets to the Council, the
financial risk was assessed as "Insignificant".

4.4.5 The nature and sensitivity of potential risks identified will require robust risk management
arrangements to be put in place to ensure a seamless transition, continuity of service
provision and minimum disruption to employees and service users.

5. Measures of Success

5.1 The Council has sufficient information and adequate assurance that bringing the TCA Safe
and TCA Local divisions of TCA Ltd in−house presents the greatest potential to ensure that
future service delivery is fully aligned with the Council's Ambitions and represents Best Value
whilst also safeguarding the existing charitable objectives of TCA in the longer term.



5.2 The Council has sufficient information and adequate assurance that withdrawing TCA's
requirement to deliver Shopmobility services and discontinuing the existing management fee
with effect from 1 April 2019, whilst in the intervening period supporting TCA in examining
alternative delivery arrangements, represents Best Value, best fit for customers and service
users and continues to satisfy the original charitable purposes in the longer term.

Assistant Chief Executive (Enterprise and Housing Resources) & Chief Executive Designate



Appendix One

TCA Ltd — Charitable Objectives

i) To advance citizenship and community development, including the promotion of urban

iv)
V)

vi)
vii)
viii)

regeneration and the promotion of civic responsibility and volunteering;
To advance education, including the provision of training and skills of all kinds;
To relieve unemployment in such ways as may be thought fit;
To advance heritage and culture;
To relieve those who are in need by reason of age, ill health, disability or some other
disadvantage;
To advance environmental protection and/or improvement;
To promote equality and diversity; and,
To promote, establish, operate and/or support other similar projects and programmes which
further charitable purposes.

TCA Ltd — Business Overview 2018/19

Management Fee £1.350m
% of Management Fee by Service
Enterprise and Housing Resources 74%
Infrastructure 21%
Education Youth & Communities 5%

Capital contribution from the Nil
Council
Value of SLAs with the Council £0.005m for financial management services from Financial

Solutions
Budgeted turnover £1.521m (inclusive of the 18/19 Management Fee of £1.350m)

Charitable Rates Relief: £46,320
Eligible properties − 4 CMU and industrial unit 40,200

1 Exchange Place, Coatbridge 4,272
89 Merry Street, Motherwell 1,848

Properties or sites operated on Central Monitoring Unit, Coatbridge
behalf of the Council and Industrial Unit, Coatbridge −£410,154 (NBV at 31/03/18)
estimated capital value (July Shopmobility − 1 Exchange Place Coatbridge − P−90,000
2018) where appropriate Shopmobility −89 Merry Street, Motherwell −£37,000
Average numbers employed 44
Key facts regarding customer Shopmobility −new registrations: 101
base Shopmobility − number of town centre visits: 6,701

New town centre wifi registrations: 32,733
Town Centre wifi logons: 405,030
Out of Hours calls: 7,503
Business Engagements: 439

Key performance indicators, Evidence disks produced: 612
2017/18 % of CCTV cameras operational: 99%

% of Scooters & Wheelchairs available: 99%



Appendix Two

Indicative Financial Impact of Proposed Recommendations − in−house delivery of TCA Safe
and TCA Local, and cease operations of TCA Accessible (Shopmobility)

One−Off Recurring Total

SAVINGS
Shopmobility Management Fee (120,000) (120,000)
TCA Local − 2 temporary employees (38,000) (38,000)
Audit Fee (3,700) (3,700)

Total Savings (161,700) (161,700)

COSTS
Pension Liability (potential) 89,545 89,545
Loss of Commercial contract income 82,520 82,520
Non−Domestic Rates relief removed 40,200 40,200
Grading/Terms & Conditions costs (potential) 20,000 20,000
Shopmobility − lost contribution 18,732 18,732
Loss of Financial Solutions SLA income 5,000 5,000
Potential Redundancy Costs − TCA Accessible 13,285 13,285
Funding to support new Shopmobility provider' 50,000 50,000
Legal & Due Diligence (NLC & TCA) 20,000 20,000

Total Costs 83,285 255,997 339,282

NET COST −78,415 255,997 177,582

Any funding contribution would require to be approved by the TCA Board, if prior to dissolution
of the company.


